Barb Originals - Barb Callahan
Weave a Crazy Woman

To Register: https://muttonhillquilts.submittable.com/submit/4c2bbc40-ba06-4753-968f6fe9fa07e8df/weave-a-crazy-woman
Description: Use one of Barb's looms created and made by her husband to create a crazy woman with a
personality. You will use many different yarns to create her and beads. There is no previous knowledge of
weaving necessary. Be prepared to make many because all your friends will want one to ware
Length: 2 hourS
Hand/Machine: hand
Skill Level: beginner
Kit Cost: $15
Kit Description: In the kit are all the fabric needed for the project, stabilizer and pattern.
Total Cost (Class + Kit): $41
Day/Time: Saturday, 1-4pm
Room: Karl S. Hay-A
Student to Bring: Student needs to bring an assortment of different color threads and scissors.
Instructor Bio: Barb is a nationally recognized designer, teacher and lecturer. When not traveling across the
country teaching seminars at Expos, guilds and sewing centers, she is in her studio designing one of a kind
garments using her label “Barb Originals”.
For over 30 years her classes have enlightened, educated and entertained scores of students. In addition to
being a Martha Pullen and ASG educator she holds a bachelor’s degree in education and a master’s degree in
administration and counseling, and has also attended classes at FIT in New York.
Barb is a contributing author for various publications including Threads magazine and Sew Beautiful magazine.
She is an active surface design and fiber artist regularly conducting workshops and seminars in various
locations with a philosophy of creativity while having fun.

Skill Level Definitions:
Beginner- An easy project suitable for a quilter just starting out. To build quilting skills, good beginner skills
include basic seaming, 4-Patch squares, and other simple piecing projects
Intermediate- An intermediate quilter may have mastered more skills than a beginner or novice but still not
be ready for advanced quilting techniques. Some intermediate quilting skills include simple free-motion
quilting, piecing, and needle-turn applique work.
Advanced- Advanced quilting techniques include needle-turn applique work, curved piecing, feathers,
complicated free-motion quilting. Advanced quilters may also be ready to design their own quilts or work freehand on more complicated designs.

